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Forem~,rd

There is well under way at the Naval Rossarch Laboratory a

comprehenaive, promiting, and vigorously prosecuted Pro=-ubmarine

Sonar Research and Developmental Program that should be more widely

recognized and understood within the Naval S~rvice. The following

paragraphs state in nontechnical lenguage the aims and sketch the

nature, oontent~and present statue of this program.
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I. SCOPE AND CONTENT

1. The pro-submarine research and developirental program of the Sound
Division of NRL, now well underway, has been gradually moulded to its
present content through conversations with submarine officers having
combat experience and a study of reports dealing with entisubmarine
attack procedure., This program aims to:

a. Improve search by extending the listening range.

b. Strengthen attack by supplying bette; target range and
bearing data and determining the course of the target.

c. Reduce the hazard imposed by mrines and mine field by supply-
ing improved ways and means of detecting and locating small
objects.

d. Detect the presence and bearing of aPproaching torpedoes.

e. help determine escape procedure by providing. visual indication
(PPI) of the bearing and approximate ranre of the attacking
ship or ships.

2. The underlying reasons that have deterrined the nature and content
of this progrer and a simple word description of the component parts
follow in turn.

A. Increasing Search Range

3. Extension of the present submarine search range must be accomplished
through improved ways and means of detecting by listening to the sound
generated by the target, sinoe a submarine cisot risk disclosing it6
presence and whereabouts by prolonged echo ranging. The approxir.ate
range to which a target can be detected i-s reached when the intensity
of the "signal" (the sound received from the ,'t-rget) equals the intensitv
of the "noise" (the sound received from sour'c'.es other than the target).
Stated more technicelly. the target can ': detected as long as the
signal-to-noise ratio exceeds unity. It follows that extension of
search range rust be sought through developmntrt of equip~ueat that in-
creases the signal-to-noise ratio over and snyorid that given by pre-
sent submarine listening equipment.
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4. The signal-to-noise ratio is influenced by several factors, of
which the more important are:

a. Character of the sound generated by the target.

b. Attenuation of: Lhe target sound in tý-ansit.

c. Character an4,origin of the various compunents of the local
sound field to which the receiver is exposed.

d. Directivity, location, and sensitivity of the receiver.

e. Distortion of the signal path froir lineznrity in the vertical
plane.

f. Response of the receiver-eaplifier end of the sound reproducer
as a function of frequency.

Extension of the search range must be sought through a consideration
of and a proper weighting of the part played by each of These factors.

5. Sound generated by the propellers forms the major part of the
total sound output from the target. Analyses of the propeller sound
of surface ships steaming at standard speed show a substaltially
continuous apectrium extending throughout the audible and far into the
supersonic range of frequencies. The intensity tends toward a broad
and somewhat ind,'finite maximum within the frequency bend 0.8 - 3.0
kilocycles.

6. Attenuation of the target sound in transit results from absorption
due to the viscosity of the medium and to svatturiag caued by, ite
lack of homogene~tyo The lose from both causes can be roughly expressed
as proportional to the three-halves 1-,wer of the frecuen. Loss of
signal intensity in transit is of little concqu.nc at tlhýý shorter
ranges emnnloyed in attack prooedures, but socl loss becor:s a potent
factor in determining long-range detection i3nits.

7. The character of the local sound field 1-o v'hich & rvcelver mounted
forward of the coza.ln. tower is exposed while the subnarine makes from
4 to 6 knots submerged differs from the su'd g2nerated the target
in three respects a& follows:

a. The overs]I intensity i6 deoidzd-y s

b, The intensity vs frequency curve vc:I-c ,orL . to the
sonic than to thG supersonic part of ths, spectu•.-



c. The maximum, intensity Iends to fal within the frequency

band 0.1 - 0.3 kc, which is notiocably lower than the

correeponding band for the sound fiom the target.

8. A considerable part of this sound field originates at the pro-

pellers, which generate relatively weak sup'sri.onic components because

cavitation does not occur within this low speed range. The propeller

sound reaches the receiver mainly by three paths; a' by refraction

around the hull, b) %y reflection from the seu. surface, and .n) by

reflection from the sea bottom.

9. The portion of' propeller &ound refracted arovnd the hull arrives

from a direction astern a-nd emphasizes tha low frcqucnay end of -the

propeller spectrun. This component, for a top-cide mounted receiver,
is relatively week as compared with the &ur•"ce reflected coiponent.

It is also weak as conpared with the bottom reflected component for

a keel-mounted recei2ver except when operatiný:in delep water.

10. The reflected conponernts traverse a •eticsa plant that $ueludes

the keel. They arrive at ahe receiver from e. direction aistern of the

vertical that depends on the distance betwoe. the re flecting surface

and the ship's hull in accordence vithn the rtiF.+ton:

tan ~Zb/h()

where (()is the angle which the surface or botte--t reflected component

of the prope-ller sound maes with the verticK!, (b) is half the

distance separating the propellers and the rece~v.cr, .tnd (h) is the

vertical distance frc• the subr-Prine to the reI.fectirg surface.

11. In practice (b) epproximates 100 feat.i Thtrefore, at shoal

submergenoe ()approximat6s 450 fo.r he su_' 1.,e-rqflccted component,

and at deep siubmergurce -- say 400 feet - this angle shrinks to about

150. It may be noted that the surface-refl'sctOd ccmponeats pit.v, •-

important part in detormining the character o-. a receiver best suited

for the subject purPose, because reception of these relatively intense

surface ezhoe6 vust be a-voided to iriuize. -Gose background°

12. The local sound field to whiých thr ieýie' i's exposed also contains

components -enerated by the flow of wFater a r•ths ver:ted deckinrg,

bow planes, uprights, •.nd the reoeiver domo3 . ncusi; ' togetter w ith
hull-radiated sound genor~ted by auxiliary ithirnry, The points of

origin and the intensity of these r-nomewr' -or components of the inosI

sound field varies from ship to shiFp, Theý, esn b-ý cotrolled within

limits through proper holl design and their ii fluence m-j'riized by

proper form and location of the roceivOr.
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13. These consideratione lead to th4 coi_ýcluvio:l that at long ranges
the ratio at the receiver of the intensity of the sound field from
the target to that of the locally generated sound field increases as
the pitch of the reception band is lowered, and that the maximum
value occurs w1l1 dofn in the audible rangeý nrcbbbly below 1000 cpse
This ratio: of intensities, which equals the ci nslýtc-rcise ratio
for .a non-directive receiver, influences bit, as will be seer-, is not
a prime factor in determining the sigal-to~ouize ratio for a
directive receiver.

14. The sicaai intensity for a directive rcc-i-,er doe- -iot differ
greatly from that of a non-directive receiver employing elements of
like sensitivit-yo But the weakered response of E directive receiver
to all components of the local sound field fjat -e.ll witihout its
directive pattern reduces the noise, and hence increases the signal-
to-noise ratio, over that given by a non-directive receiver. Thus
a question arises as to the practical limit toýO Wich the, s&gnal-
to-noise ratio can be increased by sharperA.n! ths d5rectivity of the
receiver.

15. The directive pattern of a sound receiver is a function of the
wave length (A ) end of the geometric form and -imensiors of its
sensitive receiving area. The well known Fei-tren for a circular
receiving area consists of a central conical "-az o d by
rings or "side lobee" over which tl-e it.nsit; .•...rages some 17 or
more db less than the axial intensity of tlho cetIt:&i or•. Obvi-
ously the limit of directivity of such a r-•celwvr is deterrmined in
practice by the limits to whIich the angle suvlei2tEd by 4 he axis
and an element of the conical beami can b. :-educed6 TIhis angle g
conforms to the relations:

Sin 0.32 0.6V VI-n(2)

Where ( r ) is the radius of' the receiver facr,: (1) is the veiocity of
sound in sea water, ard (n) is the frcýueoncy ir -yclos per sacond of
the sound. Substituting 4800 ft/rsc. for ('.,` ,ivec the very ap1proxi-
mate relation:

'Sin 61 ~-' 3COC/n ,r (3)

where (r) is expre~zoed in feet.

16. Inspecti-fn of th.s relation shom'.t that b bcoomen impracticelly
large at the lo.wer frequencies. t.n yr-hen si- Is riw~ itE mcsimum
value of unity or, in other words, when t1Ie r ;;:i•r has only hemi-
spherical directivity, a frequency (n) no ie•vcr t',n 6010 Ops calls for
a circular receiver face 10 feet in diametero it follows- that at the
lower frequencies t!'e directivity of the receiver becomef ineffective
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in determining the signal-to-noise ratio and inadequato for determining rn

the bearing of the target because of the dimensional restrictions

imposed by practical considerations . Thus, the question arises as to

the maximum receiver dimensions permitted by practice.

i1'. A consideration of the possibilities of improving the signal-to-

noise ratio by proper location of the receiver answers this question°

The range of bearings (relative) through which search is normally

conducted lies forward of the beam of the ship and more probably

within 72 degrees of the bow. Our conýideratlon of the nature and

origin of the local sound field shows tb•t most of the components are

directed from abaft the bear.. If, therefore, the recciver were loca-

ted at the bow)all of the local sound fi6).d except the component

generated along the receiver housing itself w,,ulo reach tLe receiver

from a direction astern of the bearirng renge through wuhich search is

conducted. Under such conditions.tne signal-to-noise ratio of a

circular faced receiver utilizeu to fIUll advantage the directivity

feature)even though the directivity of the receiver is not high.

This desideratum holds only for a beam type of projector. A linear

array of sensitive elements as employed by theso-called MB and JP

types of receivers "% receptive to all sounds directed perpendicular

to the linear axis and hence -. sensitive to the surface-reflected

components of the propeller sound and of other components of the

local sound field. It is therefore concluded that the receiver should

be a beam type and mounted as far forward as practice pernits.

18. This condition is best met by locating the receiver over the bow

buoyancy tank. And to assure protection frofn the elements in this

exposed pouition when running on the surface the receiver mounting

should be retractable. A survey of the shape and dimensions of the

bow buoyancy tank of our submarines indicates that a retractable

housing 30" in diameter can be accomodawed. This will permit using

a receiver with an active QL'cular face et least 24L' in diametor.

This figure may be regarded as represezting about the maximum

receiver dinensions permitted in practic•, koreovor, it will be

seen that a larger dimension should not be expected to net. a worth-

while gain.

19. The directivity of such a receiver ss a funotion of frequency is

given by substituti•g (1 ') for (r) in eq;%a',)n <o)o Startirg at

hemispherical directivity where sino (6) ecuals units;, the frequency

(n) proves to be VO0O cps, a value that if'alia wilhin thc upper ln.itA

of the frequency band of naximum sound cutput fi,'o the target.

Experience indicates that the bearing of a terg-t can bci determined

within about f 150 by receiving a frequency band Centered at this

frequency and settinp on mfaximum intensity alone, and to within _ 2)
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by use of the IRL type of BDI. The corresponding limits for 10, 20,

and 30 kilocycles are approximately t 6°, • 20' and 0.50 when

settin on on maximim intensity alone, and one fifth of these respective

values when the BDI is used for final adjustment of the setting.

These figures are theoretical, and do not include errors that may

result from faulty training meclhanism.

20. The limiting range to which a target can be detected is inde-

pendent of the snnettivity of the receiver for sensitivities beyond

the point where the background noise can be heard or registered.

This fact becomes obvious when one considers that increasing the

sensitivity affects both the numerator and the denominator of the

signal-to-noise ratio in like proportion. The modern high-gain

amplifier p;ermits recepticn of the noise backgirourd at speeds as

low as two knots with a receiver of medium to ever, of low sensi-

tivity. The flat frequency response of such a receiver raises the

hope that a single receiver can serve for both long range search at

the lower frequenciescJwhere a high degree of directivity is urnaec-

essary, and for atte~ck at the higher frequeneieswhere the resulting

higher directivity is required. The development of such a broad

band receiver is under way.

21. The signal intensity becomes a maximum wher the active face

area of the receiver is adjusted to parallelism with the wave fronts

of the sound received from the target. It follo,s that the signal-

to-noise ratio becomes a maximurother things being equal, when the

receiver is so adjusted. Since the submarine normally operates in

a plane below the target and the oft-present negative vertical

temperature gradient bends the signal sound path downward, it follows

that the receiver must be trainable in both the vertical and fiori-

rontal planes.

22. Influence of the recciver am:plifier in determining the signal-

to-noise ratio lies primarily imi its ability to select the frequency

band of reception. The character of the sound geier-ted by a target

ship depends on the type of ship and upon its speedý Largeýslow-

rmoving ships tend to emphasize the low frequencien while smaller i:s,

and especially high-speed ships, accentuate the higher frequenciec.

The frequency band giving the maximum sign-al-to-rcise ratio may vary

considerably with the class of ship, the speed, and the sea conditionz:

Thus the raceiver-arplifier, through tuning 3r other miiarns, should be

capable of readily selecting the fýequency bend that gives the rost

favorable sigiial-to--noise ratio at the longer search ranges irrespec-

tive of the character of tte sound generated by the target. The

range of tuning should alsoc carry through to the hig~er frequencies

employed in attack procedure.



23. These considerations of ways and me&as of improv-inG the search
range of our submarines lead to the following conclusions:

(a) The sound equipment nust provido for beam-typ5'dir'ective
reception of target sound pitched as low as abeut 3000 cps.

(b) About 24" should be considered a minimum for the diameter
of the active circular face of the receiver.

(c) The receiver should be retractively mounted as far forward

sa practical in the bow buoyancy tank.

(d) The receiver mounting should pro-vide for both train and tilto

(e) Tho receiver-amplifier must provide *or selectinig, by turing
or otherwise, a reception band giving optimum signal-to-noise

ratioo.

24. The so-called capsule type of receiver, h+.ich aims to meet the
requirements of subheads a, b, c, and dnay ba described briefly as
consisting of a trunion-supported 24" circular receiver nounted in the
top half of a capsule-shaped housingwith tilt, ti-ain, and selsyn
repeat-back motors mounted in the lower half of the housing- The
multiple-lead cable from the housing may terminate on the control
units at any desired remote location.

B. Strengthening the Attack

25. The present emesrgency has emphasized the need for directing an

attack without exposing the periscope. T-is calls for supplying the
Torpedo Data Computer with more accurate aned continuous uound rangoe
and bearing of the target. The projector cquipnent is designed
primarily to serve this purpose.

26. Both theory and practice indicate that an average azimuth bearing
deviation not to exceed 10 minutes can be consarvatively expected from
the combination of a verticallyý-split 24" ciroular receiver and an
TIRL type of BDI. Recent testsusinrg the BL:I with a 15" receiver,hsve
shown an average deviation of 12 rin:tes, ahgch figure 2r.nludes such
errors as obtain in the trLin and r Teat-back systemiso Cther things
being equ&l, the average deviation C-iven by the ?.4 " rceeJvrr snouid
equal about 5/8 of this figure~or 7.5 minut--°.

27. The range to the target can be deterrizned acoustically by accurate
measurement of the time interval between ti-ens-mi-sion of a signal and
return of its echo from the target,or by trianguLation. W~hile echo
ranging is stanoard antisubmarine practico, it ha• two inherent weak-
nesses that render this method of ringing less dosirable and less

-10o-



effective for pro-subnarine use. First, th5 signals employed for echo

ranging mirht be intercepted and thus lead to cuccessful evasion

tai.tics by the target)and/or expose the subheraine to the hazard of

attack. And, second, the unfavorable signal-to-noise ratio caused

by directive reception of the propeller ezundt of tne target may

reduce the echo ranfe td impractically short limits in the case of

extremely noisy targets.

28. The echo-ranging equipment that it under development for the

subject purpose employs an impulse type of signal that is too short

to permit heterodyning to a clear audible tone. The reception of

such a signal by the target is not easily r-copiied because it is

largely devoid of-character. The click-like response in the receiver

tends to merge with the random irregulariti-,n of the noise backrround.

29. While it cannot be claimea that the usc of vcry short signals for

echo ranging elininatcsthe possibility- of interception by the target,

it can be stated that carefully conducted tests, wherein the target
was provided with modern sound-detecting equip.cnt, have proved that

disclosure of the preser ce of a submarine through its use of short-

signal single-ping echo ranging at ran;dom intervals is -vry unlikely.

And it may be noted that a single ping is Eufricient to give the

target range, within the lirits of echo rangingF because the receiver

can first be properly directed at the target by focussing on the

propeller sounds. A possibility of irnprovhJ~g the signa!-to-noise

ratio by echoing from the wake irjnediately -stern of the target will

be considered later.

30. The use of very short signals , in addi.oo to imnro7inr securitV,

permits of safely driving the sound prenera"or at peak power inputs

that would prove ruincue if prolonged, and o' geeneratinrg signals

having peak intensity well bevond the iirit normally set by cavitatiori.

Preliminary tests indicate that such shorti-i tense signals may be

expected to give ranges up to'2500 yards providing the target is

not abnbrmally noisy and the water conditionc- are favoraole.

31. Tests have also proved that a per sistent--.rision oathode-ray thbe

provided with a circular range sweepwith p-roviE'n for k:eying the

signal at the zero point of the range ocaleiF superior totne chemic-al

recorder for determining the rango f Po _ a c-ngle ping. The developue:&t

of such echo-ranging equipment for the svuj'.oot purpose is well advanced.

The 24' receiver servfe as the projectcr fQr thiu equipment.

32. Two procedures for determing the tare.' distance by triangualtion

may be noted. The first and preferred eethod, es sho(wm in Fig. 1,

employs two receivers, one mounted well d a:d tho other aft

along the keel line,

r S CiRL



The spacing between the two receivers (b), the rla~ti°;t bastings of

the target (0) and (T) from the locationi *of the fcrwa-rd and aft pro-
jectorsr.' repcieyIn a~cordf=.ree "zrth the

jectors resjectlvely determine the ranrge \ h

relation, -

//

r b - sjnm) /sin, (

The second method, as shown in Fig. 2,

/.7
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uses the depth of submergence (h) as the base linen This distance-
and the measured angle ((0) subtended between the horizontal and
a line directed at the target, determine the range (r) in accordance
with the relation:

r -hqtan (5)

33. It may be rioted that the capsule type of ruceiver in combination
with the I'RL proportional SDI can serve effectively for both methods,
since it measures both horizontal and vertical angles with a high
degree of accuracy. The second or stern-located receiver can be
installed without displacing or adding to the wiring, fixtures, or
equipment within the hull)since the capsule ieceiver has no zechan-
ical parts that enter the hull. The control cablec en be run out-
side to the control point and the same reco wer-anplifier, EDI, and
train controls that are prcvided for the forward receiver can serve
for both. In short, inclusion of the two-receiver method of ranging
adds nothing to the already crowded conditions inside the submarine.
The desideratum does not hold for the sevor~d method~which obviously
requires that the receiver shall be accurately stabilizei.

34. The operation, procedure for determining range by the second or
one-projector method calls for accurate mea.2urement of the one angle
(q)) and recording the simultaneous depth oý submergence (h). The
procedure for the two-receiver method vailE for a moderately accurate
measurement of (8) and em accurate me aurement of the difference
between (6) and ((). This procedure is simplified by coupling the
two receivers to a single train control with a differential train
in the line to the aft receiver. The sy~stei ie adjusted so that the
two receivers are directed to parallelism w the differential is
set at zero. The operator first trains the fcrward receiver on the
propeller sounds of the target and then &dijusts the differential
until the response of both receivers are &7As ed onr the BDI when the
receiver-amplifier is automatically switcbhed Ifom one receiver to
the other from I to 10 times a second .

35. The differe.tial train mseasures directly the differe~nce between
(8) and (f) when their alternative responreG cro in aligEm'ent or. the
cathode-ray screen. The proportional defljcttion feature makes this
true whether or not the line is cexitered on. the screen. Thus the
operator can concentrate on aligning the retrc~nseo of the two receivers

on the screen without at tie same tirO worryLýyn about the angle (6 )o
When adjustment for alignmrent is accompiliLhd -o can the.i concentrate
on centering the line to measure (6) accurýt<.ly Thus fron the stand-
point of simplicity of operation neither r-.thod offers marked superi-
ority over the other.
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36, Distortion of the sound path from lincarity and misalignment of

the sound-receivinE equipment may introduce serio.s range.errors in

the one-receiver determinations. Arid experience has proved that

such distortion is magnified in the vertical plane by oft-present
and unpredictable vertical temperature gradients. The errors due to

miaignliment can be minimized by providing convenient checks, but

the unstable warping of the sound paths by temperature gradients

forms a serious objection to the ene-receiver miethod of ranging that

las yet to be zatisfactorily overcome.

37. The two-receiver method avoids both of these sources of error.

The distort-ion of the sound path in the horizontal plane is usually

negligible, but, ecen if it were not, since the path distortion to

each receiver will be substa.tially identical, and since the direction

of each is measured by the same receiving equipment, the errors

introduced by path distortion or misalignment in the measurement of

each angle cancels out in the process of o6 tainir.g the difference

angle. herein we find a convino.ing argument in favor of the two-

receiver method of ranging.

38. Each method obviously becones inaccurate and unreliable under

certain conditions. Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that the two-receiver

method fails entirely when the target is dead ahesd. In practice this

method is not considered reliable wher. thae target bears within 30

degrees of the bow or stern. It nay be notcd, Lcwever, that the

two-receiver method works equally well at all depths. The one-receiver

method obviously fails entirely when the subrariam is surfaced. In

practice this rethod is not considered reliable for depths of sub-

mergence less than about 200 feet, It mSay be noted, however, that the

one-receiver meti.ed is not dependent on the relative bearing of the

target, except perhaps for directions across the conning tower.,

39. Thus it appei.-:'s that the method best suted for determining

target range may be any one of the three descr'.a,-d, dcronding on the

conditions that obtain. Echo ranging is undoubtedly the most accurate,

particularly at-ranges beyond about 1000 yards , but it lacks the

desirable feature of supplying continuous ranre data and may fail to

give the required rsnges on unusually noisy targets. The triangu !ation

methods, however, work best on noisy targets snd are capable of

supplying continuous range data,but, as notec,, each trinngulation
method becomes inoperative under certain co:id-toni)and both tend to
become impractically inaccurate at the lonrer ran-ges.

40. Since the addition of a stern-mounted capsule projector is all
that is required to provide acoustically fcr bang hy any one of the

three methods, it is proposed to make such alt addition a part of the

acoustical equipment for submarines until &nd u:.less service experience

proves a stern-mounted receiver to be superfluous.
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41. An interesting by-product of the short-pulse scho ranrirng in
combination with the proportional-deflection type of HDI should be
Lientioned which may prove useful for doterarfinhg the course of a
target or for navigating through channels or aior• shore lines.
The proportional BDI of IZRL in reality is a zcrinning device that
shows, on a horis oz.tal sweep across the cathode-ray zc.-eor., the
angular bearing with respect to the projecter %xif of aI' signal
echoes arriving within the angular spread of the projector bear
while simultaneously the horizontl svweep line is deflected
vertically at a constant rate. Therefcre, txe vertical or time
sweep, which starts from zero at the irsteant the signal Kulse is
tranrmitted, gives the range, and the screen rosponse a"(ufg the
horizontal scan gives the boaringjof all returving echoe.. It
follows that difference ii, range and bearing G" the various
reflecting elements of a horizontally large target shoulJ re:.reduce
its contour on the BDI screen.

42ý This expectation has been realizedFrelLnor-'y tests have
shown that the screen response to signal echosi, f£r'm wakes, reefs,
and shorelines give their range and directional trend with consid-
able accuracy. in the case of wakes, deterw. •ation of their trend
gives the course of the ship when the wake was laia to within about
plus or rinus 10 degrees. The screen resporer- to sig6ai, directed
forward ray aid navigation trhrou~h tortuous pasages by giving
advanee notice of necessary changes in course.

C. Detecting and Locating Omall Objects f.nend Z•ina Fields)

43. The detection and location of small cbjects such as Lines and rine
fields calls for discrimination between tw'. ecýc :-esponses that differ
but little in bearing or range. In other -sordc thcC ' ilpsent must
possess a high dcgre( of resolving power as regadrd both bearing and
range.

44. Both theory end practice agree that an oh est oan reflect back a
signal echo when and only when the dimensi.cn, c(f the reflecting area
arelarge as compared with the wave length of he s.tgnal. The relatively
small dimensions of" :Jies and the dispropertio•:ate;.v smni reflecting
area resulting from thi'ir spherical or cylin ial shcopo aet the signal
frequenc- for nine terection well within the -',.ic rExige. Resolving
power requirements, as regarde bearing, arc :!li .et ihroughout the
supersonic range by thn 24" capsule type of o:jc or.

45. Two objects at different ranges along th., vic bearing line ran be
separately identifiod by echoing, as long as tlo - t;rý'- , g distance
(the range difference) is greater than half si• sgnal length. Thus



the resolvi-1g power as regards range may be rogt.rded as inversely

proportional to the signal length, The intenie impulse type of

signal employed for determining target range can scarcely be

improved upon for detecting and locating sn1a]l objects, since it

permits individual identification of objects separated by less

than 10 yards in range. For this purpose, however, the chemical

recorder must replace the c-r tube ernloyed for single-ping target

rangingsince a record of continuous pinging aids greatly in the

recognition of echocs of small objects.,such as nines. from a hete:o-

geni ,us background by the configuration which they trace on the

record. The somewhat less effective 1'eel-mounted projector in

combination with the impulse driver n•ust be used for rine detection

during surface operations.

D. Detecting Torpedoes

46. The sound field generated by the ccvitating propellers of torpedoes

is intense throughout a wide frequency band that extends well into

the supersonic range. Experience has showT that the sound of approach-

ing torpedces can be detected ozi merchant ships_,by a rapidly rotating

directive receiver, at sufficient range to permit taking evasive action.

Since the hazards of torpedo attack are for the rnost part linited to

surface operatic:½, a keel-mounted receiver must be employed for torpedo

detection. The cathode-ray tube used for echo ranging E.an serve to

indicate the presence and very approximate booxing cf an approaching

torpedo by synchronizing the rotation of the deflecting field of the

c-r tube with the rotation of the projector; s.nce this tube is not

needed for echo rarging when the submarine is surfaced. Relative

bearing of received sounds will be indiceted :,n the azimuth scale of

the c-r tube.

B. Determininp Ot'rnitum Esocape Procedure

47. A continuous record of the avproxin-at.• rnaie and b'iiring, of the
stirface ships engaged in an attack ott a -mx -ine shoul• •erve to
direct the escape prceedure 'o best advantge, The tiitabe forward-

mounted 24" capsule receiver, in combinaeto.i x`ftxh the BDI set to scan

radially on a c-r tube with- civcular swLeR j-I es prot'l s of supply-

ing such information to a subo.arine operutipv at dcpths bzyond, say,

300 feet,

48. For this purpose, equal top and bot:or. seents of the 24'" receiver

are disconnected, thus leaving an active hrcrizontal strip centered

-4ertically acrose the receiver' face° Thi•m str p is further split
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horizontally for use with the BDI. The directive receirer pattern of
the horizontally olongated active area is obviously fan shaped with
the spread in the vertical plane. The sharp azimuthal directivity of'
the receiver locates by maximum response the relative bearing of all
sounds received as the projector rotates about a vertical axis. In
practice the bearing is flashed on the persisatet screen of the cathode-
ray tube, which is provided with an azimuth scale and wbich has its
deflecting coils coupled to rotate in synchronism and in proper phase
relation with the projector.

49. The screen response of the BDI, which is connected to scan
radially, indicates on a radial scale the -ertical angular departure
(from the acoustical axis of the receiver)" of the bearing of received
sounds. Such angular departure added algebraically to the angle
subtenided between the vertical and the axli of tha scunt, beam gives
the angle correspoindinE to 6-0 of eouation `5). Thus the relative
bearing of each sound picked up by the continuously rotating receiver
is indicated by the position of its screen response aflor.g the azimuth
scale, and the horizontal range to its source on the see- surface is
related to the position of its screen response along thc radial scale
in accordance with equation (b).

50. The relation between the horizontal rtnge c!f a s-irface ship and
the response of i.ts propeller sounds on the CRT can be tnderstood by
considering Fig. 3

/ S

(• j• - --- ---
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Vherein the ax.is (-.) of the projector (p) nakes u,. argzl (d..) with
the verticel (h) and the angles ,;) aid (y,) reprccex.A rcspectively

departure of sound source is) from the wxial dirpctio and the
vettical half angular spread of the sound "-ar, The horizontal

range (r), as stated, conform.s to the re.-tLicn,

r = h. tan C (6)

The tilt angle (CL) is indicated on the tVit sce!-l. of the receiver)

and the departure angle (P) on the proportc~rai Lea c7f the BDI.

Obviously ranges within the limits (rl) and (r2) can be determined
without changing (h) or (aX) whereo,

rl=h (tan (a4f3 ) tx (7x

51. The zona2. arxea bounded by the concontric circles of radii rI and

r 2 is scanned as the receiver rotates about a ,ertical axis. And Lince

these radii are proportional to tue depth of elt7er[enoe kh), the

radial scale .ýan be ca].ibrated in terms of a s-andard ceepth (h) of,
say, 100 yards (300feet)arnd the range at any other depth will be
given by rultiplyirng the scale reading by on. p!ercent of the depth
(h) in yards. Thus ;t becomes of interest to "on-sider the nature and
extent of the area that can be scranned wnile the t.lt-angle (oL)
remains constant.

52. First it t;.ay be postulated that the r- (ai hs hll equal 10

times the depth of submergunce (h). Then,

r/pz 10 = tan(

Thus Bs4,5°

From preliminary tests) the 201 c.n •caz. b ,' m , f at last 60
degrees 

.

Taking the nan 3oread (vertical) as 60 do.'&; i

2 y= 600 (iO)

• B• 21 5° - 30 _-- r -. :':. =.d( i

Then at st&izdsrd Eulmergezce of 300 1'ee d0 C,

ri :100 tan 24.50 47 7 o.-s 5 5 y rds (13)



and r 2 = 100 tan 66.50 = 1000 yards. (14)

5.. Thus the spacing of the radial or range scalik will accorad with

a tangent law if tho radial sweep is l near, or it ney be d.istorted

to approximate liDne.r-,ty by approe.ching a tangential s'emp relation.

In either case the Lcro of the scale will bs the center 'f the screen

and the active portion will lie between 50 and 1000 yards. Thb

rotating projector w:ill register on the e-r screen the bearing and

range of all surface ships operating bet.veen the limiting horizontal

ranges of 50 and 1000 yards. The small circular area of radius 50

yards centered direo(t>y above the submarine will not bc-, covered by

the rotating bean nor will areas outside the 1000 yard range, but

these areas car- be ii-vestigated at any time bl properl:ý ehan;ing (C)

the tilt angle.

54. It may be note6, heo;ever, that the rezord )- ovinF surface ship

leaves on the persistent c-r screen indicates the sh•P'E course with

respect to the subnarine, and that the relative range of two or more

surface ships can ba estirated at any time izi terms of the radial

distance of their rospeotive screen responses without ccnsidoring

either the tilt ar~rle or the depth of subsiergenteI Thus it appears

hopeful that the mnoving picture on the c-r sc3ren can ez:e tc direct

escape without introducing during this ctal prriod elay5 or

distractions incident to determining act-ra1 rsnges.



1I. INTEGRATED £QUIP.M,1IP

55, The foretoinE paragraphs have been ooncerr.ee. Friinar.iy with the

akjrS and grounds that have determined and dirctecd the present IMIL

pro-submarine program. A recapitulation folows,[ifing emphasis to

the nature and content of the sonar portion c- tlhe complete iinaegrated

equipment that includes an improved TDC under dzvelopmant by BuOrd and

Cooperatilng radar to be provided by the Rad-o Divi, ion of NRL°

56. The sonar equipment embodie6 no radical departures from tested

and approved practico. A comphrersive search for oays and means that

satisfy the several and diverse aim- and that c(orform to practice.l

limitations of weight and space has rLsulted in a ý esearch and

developmental program, directed to produce tkreee separate and .distinct

integrants as follows.

a. A projector, having iiorrualy a stan'raid onio-i beanwith

provision for hoiuting, and for measuriýLIY tieinirq; and tilt-

ing the sound beyan from a remote contral station, but having

no mechanical parts which would have to enter the pressure

hull and thus preclude installing the projector at any

desired location, or which would requirofor lhe cooperating

hoist and train gear, any space needed for' other purposes,, The

active circular face area of this ! ,.l be sectioned

to permit the use of EDI for accuratE adjust•n•nt of the trair

or tilt bearings, and to produce wen dis,.red a fan-shwped

beam pattern lmvirC sharp azimuthal firec'-ývity arid a vertical

spread of about 60 degrees.

b. An echo-ranging system erployiing a zini'Ae intenue izipulse

type of signal that is too short to hnteodeyne to ar. audible

tone.

c• A mesns of scanning the ýeopaeo withiu ;hz 9ound beam of the

projector whereby the range and reltiJve >earing -If arl sound

reflecting areas within this space ai-u 5,ovtad or e. CRT

screen through rexeption of the echooF !_•rom a single intense

impulse type of siE.naI

57- The projector r Quirrem~ent- proii sa to .e; thro-'g develop-ent

of the "capsule t pC rojoctor". Tho sonar c.aoDT'- ar- statod

heretofore, includer twc such rojo(-4 Ors, ýu- e.s far forward

as possible to assure mi _i'-u ilo2 so -rovdId _ the other a-

far astern as practical to prov.dC a maxi; L:•i.e line for rn;ge

triangulation.
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58. The forward projector is designed to mount in a well extending
from the deck to the bottom of the bow buoyancy tank. hoisting and

lowering of the capsule is accomplished hydraulically. Such a mount

obviously cannot be employed for the stern-located capsule for lack
of well space. it is proposed to use a hinge type of moumting at

the lower end of the capsule that will perm-it tipping the capsule
to a horizontal position with a protecting barbette during surface
op•eration. The tilting mechanism, which has yet to be designed,
will also operate hydraulically.

59. Echo ranging requirements have not been fuliy riet, but researches
directed to this end i:Idicate that the capsule projector can safely
withstand a four fold increase over the 2500 volt amperes supplied
by the present condcnser-energlzed driver. It is estimated that the
new driver, which Ihas yet to be constructed, should give consistent
and reliable ranges to about 3000 yards under favorable operating
conditions. It may be merntioned here that viorthuhile increase in

range has followed from investigating the relation betaeon useful
output and shape of the driving vulse envelope.

60. Preliminary tests indicate that greater echo ranges can be
taken on the wake than on the hull of a noisy target because of the
resultinr smaller contribution of the targets& propeller sounds to
the noise background. Tho angle (6) which the refleoting wake
makes with the projector axis. (given by the NRL DTI), the angle
(() by which the projector axis is directed astern of the propellers,
the echo range (r) to the wakejand the target range (R) are simply
related as shown by Fig. IV

ý7_16UzkFA-
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By the law of sines

___---~ ( (15)

ce. S L"(16)

Because of the small value of ( ), -. fficient ac'curacy for practical
purposes i given by the simplified forn;

61. It may be noted that this procedure of deterninint' target range
is of interest for tvo reasons; it not oni:: pro nes a desired ex-
tension of the echo range, but, of equal .:,', greater ii.portance, it
reduces the chances of exposure to the point where more range data
can be risked.

62. Tests of nunerous schemes for indieatin• or recording the range
as given by a single 'pulae ping" have consistently favored the c-r
tube with persistent screen and rotated m_.gnetic deflecting field.
Iq praotice~the deflecting field is so adjusted that the electron
beam scribes a circle with a radius half ax, inch less than the radius
of the screen. The projector is then focussed on the propeller
sounds of the target and the receiver sensitivity adjusted to a
point where these sounds register faintly or the ncreen. Such adjust-
ment gives a trace of the propeller sound on the screen about 1/4" wide.

63. The signal is triggered hT contacts which aro operated by a cam
that rotates in phane with the deflecting field of the c-r tube and
that is rotationally adjusted to transmit a signal at tho instant the
deflected electron beam passes zero on the circular resiga scale. Range
determination is inia*""ated by closing a !.and ke%,, connected in series
with the contact points. The design provideE ifr transmission of but
one signal for eavh closing of the hand key.

64. The c-r tubewprovided with a hand o.- TLC rterated orsor that can
be rotated to center on the persistent screen rsiponse to the target
echoThe range is read from the subtended point on tve range scale.
By serving a sremory of the last range, he c-ursor siý.:Iifes determi-
nation of rat-of-cang -o'-range. This infP.,nmation is g•iv8n by
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dividing the range covered in moving the cursor to center on a new
target echo by the corresponding time interval. The cursor-indio.ted

ranges are communicated to the TDC, or to other remote points, through
synchro-notor coupling.

65. Leans have been perfected for scanning the directive pattern of

a projector that gives a screen presentation showing the relative

bearing of all sound sources located within this patteirn, and both

the range and bearing of each and every object or surface -element

within this space that reflects back an echo fror a single projector
"ping!'% This development' provides a new means o' scanning that

promises wide application in the field of Eubmarine acoustics. It

differs from the so-called PPI scanning in that it presents the
location of all echo targets vithin the confines ofa fixed sound

beam, while the ordinary PF1 presents the location of echo target,

swept past by a rotating sound beam, The fixed beam scan t~hus gives
a fine-.Lined presentation that favors accuracy in bearing dis-

crimination within a limited sector, while the rotating scan covers
the whole azimuthbut at a sacrifice of directivity and screen-

pattern resolution.

66. An expose" of the basic theory, practical aspects, and operaticnal

capabilities of this new scanning, sonar developsment falls outside the

scope of this report. A second report devoted entirely to this subject

in preparation.

SNOTE - The device has been recluctantly referred to in this report

as the "NRL Type BDI". This nomenclature is both cumbersome and icis-

leading. Laboratory personnel from the start have used the suggestive

term "Echo Vision" (t.V.) to designate this equipment. But since the

screen picture indicates bearing deviation by depicting the actual

locetion of a target with respect to the axis of the sound beam, the

device has somehow become classed as one of the several types of EDI.

Such classification is entirely misleading in that it fails to reccPii'F

scanning ability, which is the salient feature.

This new development adds a secondand useful method and means of

scanning a predetermined space that should be recognized as such

through a suggestive name. The rotating bea.m. scan hat- become generally

known as "Plan Position Indicator"' (PPI). The srimilar 5ind suggestive

nomenclature "Sector Scan Indicator" (SSI) revdily identifies the

subjLiect sonar device. Adoption of thIs nario is recoDiir.orded.
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67. The purpose of the present ncntechncaI! reoprt liA to inform the
Submarine Service of tho nature and extent of ±71e sonar pro-Eub-marine
research and developmental prograi, tha-L iF ' -nr 1:roseouted by YRL.
The following brief summari i-r - --erve to - tha* the progran 16

well-conmidered exnd more comprehensive thm: i- guL'erally know--- and
recognized throughout the Service.

68. The programv aims to provide the submari~-iz with sonar equipment
that improves search range; cooperates with z Lr, and i;proved TDC
under de'velopr.•nt by BuOrd to rtrer, gthon .tz:'h; :ýafoguards the
submarine by detecting mines and r -doe:; assists
navigation by Ehowinr the preserce, range •Y tx-VtAd of -hoeIs, reofs,
and shore lines; and finally helps to direct *sZ-aP prccedure
through the aid of a PPI type Of scan thict ocpWc4- the relativs
bearing, range, and coursa of the attackinig , r'•e shi or Shipo.

69° The nature of the equipment required: e"::,;.c; lish these several
aims has determined the rzesexrc ard i. clorEntOi pr'r•s• which ia
dedicated to perfecting three zeparate dzývi.*!F iht intett to form
the complete sonar instealation; tht oac" t. 11c*::- of .jector, the
elements required for impulse echo Er3gig, t. rczc '.r scarni.g
the space within tho directivo pattrn ot t•c sond besf..

70. These three developments have baen errJ to the poirt where
preliminary tests encourage a belief th1a srI or nearvy all the aimr
of the program will be fairly well mat, an--' thathe ccnplete pro-
gram will provide -serioufly needed t&fe:oa for Ou 'uznarines and
increase their effectiveness in combOU.
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